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Plenary session of the European Parliament 
Strassburg (France), 01-04.02.2016 

Wednesday 03/02/2016 

“TiSA – Public services are no merchandise” 

The European Parliament plays a decisive role in the EU’s trade policy. In accordance with article 218 of the 
TFEU, its Members have the final say in trade agreements. 

As is the view of Rapporteur Viviane Reding (EPP, Luxemburg), TiSA 
negotiations must provide for a larger extent of reciprocity as regards access to 
the markets. 

Public and cultural services, reasonable working conditions are nevertheless 
non-negotiable and have to be unequivocally excluded from the agreement’s 
application field. 

The European Commission and 23 other countries which, all together, represent 
70 % of the world trade in services, have already been negotiating for two years 
about this treaty. 

For the first time, the European Parliament laid down its position. If, in the end, 
the treaty does not correspond with our wishes, we will not approve it, said the Luxemburg Christian-
Democrat Viviane Reding. According to her, the treaty should fulfil two conditions. It should open new 
markets for our companies, but services such as education, health care and social security should be 
excluded. She clearly stated: “Our public services are no merchandise”. Moreover, our public authorities 
must preserve the right to regulate services. Besides, the same preoccupations are expressed with regard to 
trade agreements with the US (TTIP) and Canada (Ceta). But TiSA may be even more important than those 
treaties. 

The experience which the rapporteur can lean on as European Parliament Member for many years and as 
EU Commissioner charged with two competencies makes us hope for the best as regards the decision which 
will be made with regard to public services. About ten times, Viviane Reding has been present as guest 
speaker at our Eurofedop trade councils in Luxemburg. 
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